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Lucy has always dreamed of owning a Pokmon. When she saves one from
danger, she inherits its Trainer and becomes a Pokimane. As a Pokimane
she travels all over the region, searching for Pokemon. Her ultimate goal
is to restore the region’s Legendary Pokemon, restoring peace and order.
Pikachu is an electric-type Pokmon. It has green, black, and white fur. Its
cute button-shaped head and nose as well as its tongue and mouth are
also electric-blue. It has pointed ears and a long tail. Its pupils are red and
round, and its nostrils are black. Its two yellow spots on each side of its
head are also electric-blue. Its heart shape symbolizes the current of
electricity in the electric-type Pokmon. Fun trivia fact: the battle arena
featured in Black and White, known as the Battle Frontier, used to be the
stage in the classic arcade game. It is a large arena situated in an
abandoned gym for Trainers to battle in. There are four large pillars in the
middle of the arena, which the player can climb to reach multiple levels
from the ground. Some of these pillars feature cannons on top, which
launch Pokmon for the player to capture. New features include the
introduction of the Pokropedia, which is accessed from the touch screen,
which provides additional information about the Pokemon. This includes
information on them, their moves, battle types, along with battle
evolutions, their nicknames, gender and National Pokédex numbers. The
in-game Pokemon census is accessed at the Nintendo DS' back button,
with the screen switching to an in-depth look at the statistics of the
player's team. This includes the species of Pokmon that it contains, along
with its abilities, moves and types, along with their details such as their
base stats and the number of attacks that they have, their gender and
whether it is a breedable Pokmon or not, the National Pokédex number,
whether it has a type (unlike previous versions) and if it has its hidden
ability.
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One of the easiest ways to immerse yourself in the Japanese-language
experience is to play Pokemon Black or Pokemon White while you also

listen to some of your favorite Japanese music playing on your DS's
internal sound system. There are two main Japanese-language services

available on the DS; one is on the system's clock face, and the other is on
the lower-right-hand corner. In the first, there's a Pokemon-themed

Japanese World News Channel, as well as a Movie Channel and Game
Channel. The latter is filled with media specially produced for the game
itself, such as Pokket Videos, Pokket Music Videos, and Pokket Links to

Web sites. You can also turn off these channels, or choose another sound-
only option such as Podcasts or Music. There are a few things that may

bother you when importing Pokemon Black or Pokemon White, but
thankfully it's not nearly as bad as it was with previous generations, which

introduced entirely different types of issues: In previous games, players
were at a loss about which language setting to choose, and playing on a

Game Boy-style screen was problematic if you owned a DS. Now,
everything except the clock-face screen is language-agnostic, and both

the screen and DS—which resemble a traditional DS—can be used
interchangeably. The clock-face screen has a few drawbacks, but it's not

as big of a problem as it used to be. If you play Pokemon Black or
Pokemon White on the clock-face screen, you will be unable to use most
of the Japanese-language features that are offered on the lower-right-

hand corner of the DS's screen, such as the Music and Movie Channels.
The ones you do use will be in English, but the menus may not match the
screen's Japanese look. To start playing on this screen, you must first turn
on and off the clock-face screen, then press the bottom right corner, then
choose "Mode 2" to turn on the screen. Then go to an empty spot to begin
your adventure, and the clock-face's hours and dates display on the top

right-hand side of the screen. 5ec8ef588b
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